Appendix G-6
Phase 5 Alternative 501
Dam Safety Model Improvements
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1. Alternative Description & Objective

The objective of Alternative 501 is to improve the methodology used to model the dam safety changes
evaluated in Phase 4 Alternatives 401-405, variant (c). The dam safety rules apply to Rafferty and Grant
Devine reservoirs and involve operating for an Inflow Design Flood Supply Level (IDFSL) at both
reservoirs. At Rafferty, IDFSL is 3.3 ft (1 m) above Full Supply Level (FSL), or 1809.38 ft (551.5 m). At
Grant Devine, IDFSL is equivalent to FSL, or 1843.83 ft (562.0 m). IDFSL affects operations at a given
reservoir in the following ways:
May 1st through May 31st: If the pool is above IDFSL, a drawdown is initiated to return the pool to IDFSL
by June 1st. If it is not possible to complete such a drawdown without exceeding downstream maximum
flow limits, maximum flow limits are exceeded.
June 1st through August 31st: If the reservoir is below IDFSL, operations are equivalent to those
prescribed by Annex A and B. If the reservoir is above IDFSL, downstream maximum flow limits are
exceeded to return to IDFSL as soon as possible.
In Alternative 501, these dam safety rules are added to the baseline model adopted in Phase 4. Table 1
summarizes the Alternative 501 operating plan at Rafferty and Grant Devine with deviations from
baseline highlighted in bold text. At Boundary and Lake Darling reservoirs, no changes are made from
Annex A.
Table 1. Summary of Alternative 501 operating plan at Rafferty and Grant Devine reservoirs

Alternative

Fall/Winter Operations
•

No change from
Annex A

501

Spring Operations
•

Feb 1 – April 30: No
change from Annex A

•

May 1-May 31: If above
IDFSL, draw down to
IDFSL. If below IDFSL, no
change from Annex A.

Summer Operations
•

Jun 1 –Aug 31: May exceed
downstream limits to
ensure pools do not exceed
IDFSL. If below IDFSL, no
change from Annex A.

1.1 Alternative Development
Prior to Phase 5, the study team realized the methodology used to model dam safety operations in
Phase 2 Alternative 9 (Appendix B-9) and Phase 4 Alternatives 401c-405c (Appendix E) captured the
intent of the dam safety rules during extreme events, such as 2011, but did not capture the intent of
those rules during smaller flood years, such as 1976.
During May of non-extreme events at Rafferty and Grant Devine, simulations that did not include dam
safety rules would draw down to FSL faster than when the dam safety rules were applied. Examples of
this model behavior can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2, which show Phase 4 Alternative 403c
compared to the baseline in 1976. Alternative 403c contains the dam safety rules, while the baseline
does not. In actual operation, reservoir operators would not want the pool to be at IDFSL on May 31st.
Instead, they would attempt to lower the pool to FSL as quickly as possible after a flood event, following
established release protocols and without exceeding downstream maximum flow limits.
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Figure 1. Rafferty Reservoir, April 15th – September 15th of 1976 – Alternative 403c vs. Baseline
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Figure 2. Grant Devine Lake, April 15th – September 15th of 1976 – Alternative 403c vs. Baseline

1.2 HEC-ResSIM Nomenclature
Within HEC-ResSIM, a new network, alternative and simulation run was generated for Alternative 501.
To generate the alternative network, a copy of the baseline network used in Phase 4 was made and
modified to reflect the proposed alternative. A table indicating the nomenclature associated with the
ResSIM network, alternatives and simulation used to model Alternative 501 is shown in Table 2. For
consistency with Phase 4, the Phase 5 simulations were run with six compute passes.
Table 2. Model nomenclature

Scenario
Baseline
501

Time
Window

ResSIM Model
Name

1930-2017

SourisRiverPOS

Network
Name
Base

Alternative
Name
BL_Norm

501a

501a_DS

Simulation
Name
501a_POR
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2. Operational Rules

Table 3 presents the changes made to the baseline HEC-ResSim network used in Phase 4 to specifically
reflect the changes required in support of Alternative 501.
Table 3. Network changes made within the ResSim graphical user interface (GUI)

Name of Dam

Rafferty
Reservoir

Grant Devine
Reservoir

Name of GUI
Model Element

Element Type

Description

Within 0.5 ft
MAFL

IF Block

IF block limiting release oscillations at MAFL
(removed)

MAFL

Zone Elevation

Above IDFSL

IF Block

IF block used to ensure the IDFSL
Compensator rule only applies when the pool
is above IDFSL (added)

IDFSL
Compensator

Minimum Release
Rule

Release rule forcing the reservoir to ramp up
releases to match inflow in preparation for an
IDFSL drawdown (added)

May Only

IF Block

IF block used to ensure the Dam Safety Min
Release rule only applies during the month
of May when the pool is at or above IDFSL
(added)

Dam Safety Min
Release

Minimum Release
Rule

Release rule forcing the reservoir to make
releases larger than inflow to draw down to
IDFSL (added)

Above IDFSL

IF Block

IF block used to ensure the IDFSL
Compensator rule only applies when the pool
is above IDFSL (added)

IDFSL
Compensator

Minimum Release
Rule

Release rule forcing the reservoir to ramp up
releases to match inflow in preparation for an
IDFSL drawdown (added)

May Only

IF Block

IF block used to ensure the Dam Safety Min
Release rule only applies during the month
of May (added)

Dam Safety Min
Release

Minimum Release
Rule

Release rule forcing the reservoir to make
releases larger than inflow to draw down to
IDFSL (added)

MaxReleasesGD
_Dam

Downstream
Control Rule

Outside Summer

IF Block

ds_sherwood_sv

Downstream
Control Rule

MAFL zone (modified)

Downstream control rule limiting flow just
downstream of the reservoir (modified)
IF block used to ensure the
“ds_sherwood_sv” rule isn’t applied during
the summer months (added)
Downstream control rule limiting flow at
Sherwood, ND (moved)
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2.1 Above IDFSL IF Block
With the dam safety rules, flow rate of increase rules can prevent Rafferty and/or Grant Devine from
immediately releasing the inflow necessary to initiate and maintain its IDFSL drawdown on May 1st.
When this occurs, the pool rises above its guide curve and then releases much more than inflow to
return to guide curve, causing an unrealistic spike in flow downstream. To ensure more realistic releases
going into the IDFSL drawdown, a minimum release rule named “IDFSL Compensator” was added to
Rafferty and Grant Devine reservoirs in the MAFL zone. If the reservoir is below the IDFSL level at either
reservoir, then there is no need for additional releases to be made; therefore, the “IDFSL Compensator”
rule is only necessary when the reservoir is above the IDFSL elevation. The “Above IDFSL” IF block
(Figure 3 for Grant Devine Lake and Figure 5 for Rafferty Reservoir) makes it so that if the pool is above
IDFSL leading up to May 1st, the “IDFSL Compensator” rule is implemented. This rule forces the reservoir
to ramp up releases beginning April 25th, such that it is releasing inflow by April 30th and does not need
to make releases significantly greater than inflow during the IDFSL drawdown period. The “IDFSL
Compensator” rule is shown in Figure 4 for Grant Devine Lake and Figure 6 for Rafferty Reservoir. This
rule was also included in the Phase 4 dam safety variants (Alternatives 401c-405c, Appendix E).

Figure 3. “Above IDFSL” IF block at Grant Devine Lake
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Figure 4. “IDFSL Compensator” rule at Grant Devine Lake

Figure 5. “Above IDFSL” IF block at Rafferty Reservoir
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Figure 6. “IDFSL Compensator” rule at Rafferty Reservoir

2.2 May Only IF Block
In the Phase 4 dam safety alternatives (Appendix E), the IDFSL drawdown during May was modeled as a
scripted guide curve. Consequently, the IDFSL drawdown always began on May 1st and ended on May
31st. In Alternative 501, the IDFSL drawdown was instead modeled as a minimum release rule. This
change allows Rafferty and Grant Devine to draw down to IDFSL faster as long as all downstream
maximum flow limits are met. During a large flood such as 2011, when downstream maximum flow
limits must be exceeded to complete the drawdown, the drawdown occurs over the entire month of
May in a similar fashion to the Phase 4 dam safety models.
Although this modeling methodology is an improvement over the Phase 4 dam safety models, the start
date of the IDFSL drawdown is still rigidly defined (May 1st). In actual operation, a reservoir operator
may delay the beginning of the drawdown for several days in order to prevent downstream maximum
flow limits from being exceeded if basin conditions and precipitation forecasts suggest it is reasonable to
do so.
The “May Only” IF block is designed to initiate a drawdown if the reservoir is above IDFSL during the
month of May. If the reservoir is below IDFSL, there would be no need to make releases in May larger
than those allowed by Annex A. Therefore, the “May Only” IF block is both date-dependent and
elevation-dependent at Rafferty (Figure 9). At Grant Devine, the “May Only” IF block only depends on
date since IDFSL is equal to FSL (Figure 7).
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The “Dam Safety Min Release” rule was added to make outflow greater than inflow throughout May to
draw the reservoir down to IDFSL at or before June 1st. In order to make sure that the flow-release
relationships chosen were robust enough to draw the reservoirs down from Maximum Allowable Flood
Level (MAFL) to IDFSL during the month of May, a test simulation was run in which inflows were
artificially increased into the reservoirs. For Grant Devine Lake, the inflow was replaced with the 2011
inflows into Rafferty. This caused Grant Devine’s pool elevation to be at MAFL on May 1st. Through trial
and error, it was determined that an inflow-release ratio of 1:2 was necessary to draw the reservoir
down to IDFSL by June 1st. In order to make sure that the releases were reasonable in lower flow years,
multiple flow-release pairs were added to the “Dam Safety Min Release” rule table to further vary the
drawdown rate depending on the inflow. The final flow-release relationship was deemed reasonable for
the purposes of this model with input from the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency. The “Dam Safety
Min Release” rule for Grant Devine is shown in Figure 8.
A similar process was followed with the “Dam Safety min Release” rule at Rafferty Reservoir. To make
sure the reservoir was at MAFL by May 1st, the inflows received in 2011 were artificially doubled. In
order for the reservoir to be drawn down from MAFL to near IDFSL by June 1st, an inflow-release ratio of
around 1:1.4 is needed. After the maximum inflow-release ratio was established, additional flow-release
pairs were added into the Rafferty “Dam Safety Min Release” rule table to decrease the release rate at
lower inflows. The final flow-release relationship was deemed reasonable for the purposes of this model
with input from the Saskatchewan Water Security Agency. Figure 10 shows the “Dam Safety Min
Release” rule for Rafferty Reservoir.

Figure 7. “May Only” IF block at Grant Devine Lake
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Figure 8. “Dam Safety Min Release” rule at Grant Devine Lake

Figure 9. “May Only” IF block at Rafferty Reservoir
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Figure 10. “Dam Safety Min Release” rule at Rafferty Reservoir

2.3 Summer Releases at Rafferty Reservoir
To ensure the reservoir stays at or below IDFSL in the summer months (June 1st to October 31st), the
MAFL zone elevation at Rafferty Reservoir was modified by date. As can be seen in Figure 11 below, the
MAFL zone elevation was changed from 1817.59 ft (554 m) year-round to 1809.38 ft (551.5 m) from
June 1st to October 31st, with the remainder of the year staying at 1817.59 ft (554 m). This change allows
HEC-ResSim’s zone boundary logic to take over when the reservoir is at IDFSL, which dictates inflow
equals outflow operation at the zone boundary. With this change, the “Within 0.5 ft MAFL” IF block in
the TopOfDam zone was removed to ensure the reservoir releases physical capacity whenever the pool
rises above IDFSL.
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Figure 11. MAFL zone elevation modification at Rafferty Reservoir

2.4 Summer Releases at Grant Devine Lake
The reason for the dam safety rules at Grant Devine is to provide enough storage to be able to pass the
Inflow Design Flood (IDF) without exceeding the 11,300 cfs (320 cms) limit at the railroad bridge just
downstream of the reservoir. Therefore, during the dam safety operating period, Grant Devine is
allowed to release up to 11,300 cfs (320 cms) to prevent its pool from rising above IDFSL. To allow for
these high releases, the “MaxReleasesGD_Dam” rule was modified by adding June 1st and September 1st
to the date table and setting the max limit for June 1st to 11,300 cfs at all elevations (Figure 12). This
ensures the reservoir can release inflow up to 11,300 cfs (320 cms) during the dam safety operating
period. Outside the dam safety operating period, the flow restrictions just downstream of the reservoir
are still applied.
In order to ensure the “ds_sherwood_sv” rule would not limit releases during the dam safety operating
period, the rule was moved to a date-dependent IF block called “Outside of Summer”. This IF block
makes is so the “ds_sherwood_sv” rule is only applied outside the dam safety operating period Figure
13).
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Figure 12. “MaxReleasesGD_Dam” rule modifications at Grant Devine Lake

Figure 13. "Outside Summer" IF block at Grant Devine Lake
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3. Summary of Results

In the period of record, there were three years where Rafferty’s pool elevation rose above IDFSL
between May 1st and November 1st (1975, 1979, and 2011). During those years, Alternative 501 more
realistically simulated the proposed dam safety rules relative to the Phase 4 dam safety alternatives
(401c-405c, Appendix E). For the purposes of this analysis, modeled results for Alternative 501 are
compared to model results for Alternative 403c. As shown in Figure 14 below, in 1976, Alternative 403c
kept the pool at Rafferty near IDFSL throughout May; whereas in Alternative 501 the reservoir was
drawn down to IDFSL at the beginning of May and returned to FSL in early June, similar to the baseline
simulation. Model results are similar in 1979 (Figure 15), with Rafferty returning to FSL much sooner in
Alternative 501 than Alternative 403c. In 2011 (Figure 16), the model closely follows Alternative 403c,
drawing down to IDFSL over the entire month of May and exceeding downstream maximum flow limits
at Estevan, SK and Sherwood, ND to do so.

Figure 14. Dam safety operations at Rafferty Reservoir, 1976 (501 vs. 403c)
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Figure 15. Dam safety operations at Rafferty Reservoir, 1979 (501 vs. 403c)
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Figure 16. Dam safety operations at Rafferty Reservoir, 2011 (501 vs. 403c)

For Grant Devine Lake, the method used in Alternative 501 to model the dam safety operations showed
more realistic results than Alternative 403c throughout the period of record. Two examples of this are
1956 and 1976. As shown in Figure 17 below, in 1956, Alternative 403c uses the entire month of May to
draw Grant Devine down to IDFSL, even though the drawdown could be conducted faster while still
obeying downstream maximum flow limits. Alternative 501 allows the reservoir to more realistically
return to IDFSL and is more in line with the baseline simulation. A similar situation can be seen in 1976
(Figure 18), where Alternative 501 allows the reservoir to reach IDFSL much sooner then was seen in
Alternative 403c.
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Figure 17. Dam safety operations at Grant Devine Lake, 1956 (501 vs. 403c)
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Figure 18. Dam safety operations at Grant Devine Lake, 1976 (501 vs. 403c)
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